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Firewatch (2016) 

From the cut-throat, breakneck action of DOOM to a somber
walking-simulator, the transition to ‘Firewatch’ was jarring
but purposely so. I was looking for something different after

DOOM and this game certainly filled that criteria. A debut pro-
duction by dev team Camp Santo - ‘Firewatch’ was a grounded,
hyper-realistic gaming experience I won’t soon forget.   

I had little idea of what to expect coming into the game. I have
a great fondness for the American outdoors so after watching a
recent video on the game detailing those aspects I was immedi-
ately interested. It created quite a stir when it was released two
years ago but the apprehension over its ending and its overall short
length never really intrigued me enough to warrant a purchase. I
am happy to report that after finally coming around to playing it,
those fears were unfounded. 

The game firmly puts you into the camping boots of its protag-
onist Henry. Henry is in the midst of a grueling family crisis and de-
cides he needs to get away from it all. So he decides to become a
fire lookout in Wyonming’s Shoshone National Forest. There you
get to know Delilah, your supervisor and in-charge who is situated
at one of the neighboring fire look-outs. The story, a dialogue-
heavy affair is told almost entirely through walkie-talkie conser-
vations you have with Delilah. You also get to shape the nature of
your back story and a bit of your personality through smart and
most importantly realistic dialogue options.

‘Firewatch’ puts a hefty amount of effort into keeping both the
story and the game play mechanics as realistic as possible. These
gameplay ‘mechanics’ (which can be argued are not really mechan-
ics at all but that’s a discussion for another time) revolve around
the only two tools the game gives you - a map and a compass. No
seriously that’s all you get. You must chart your way through your
surroundings and mark pathways and points of interests to help

you get around. It isn’t difficult at all but the game’s commitment
to keeping your character grounded is laudable. The story follows
a similar trajectory till the very end and it’s easy to easy why peo-
ple were disappointed by the tragic but simple ending. I personally
loved the fact that it never went overboard with conspiracies or
any other cliche-horror element, something that was hinted at
throughout the narrative. But the game sticks to its strengths and
the experience ultimately is all the more rewarding for it. 

One of the best features of the game that surely must be men-
tioned is the writing that develops the endearing relationship be-
tween Henry and Delilah. It truly stands as a high watermark for
videogame narratives and although it ends up feeling a bit short,
the few touches the writers add and the confident way they handle
the time jumps (the game takes place over a course of three months
but you only get to play about two weeks of it) make up for it. I
can’t say ‘Firewatch’ is really worth its full asking price but do keep
an eye out for it during the next Steam sale. 

South Park:
The Stick

of Truth (2014)

Most probably the game that has
being longest on my wish-list,
‘Stick of Truth’ easily matched

my long burrowing expectations I had
for it. A wonderful homage to the long-
running series, Matt Stone and Trey
Parker (the creators of South Park) nail
the look, feel and the gross-out humor
the show is famous for. Collaborating
with Obsidian Entertainment was an-
other genius move on their part as the
studio’s vast experience in the RPG
genre provides the game with just
enough mechanical and role-playing
depth to keep the experience both ap-
proachable and fresh. 

The story elements are way too
graphic and bonkers to be even re-
motely described in a family-friendly
paper but as a long-time fan of the
show, I was satisfied with all the throw-
backs and sheer amount of characters
they managed to squeeze into this 10-
12 hour game. It certainly felt like I was
watching an entire season of the show
but with even more twists and turns
than usual. The only complaint I had
with the story was that I wish they
added a few more original characters
and story-lines as the opportunity was
certainly there to do so. As fun as it was
getting abducted by Aliens and helping
Al Gore with his Man-Bear-Pig problem

I couldn’t help but feel like I’ve seen all
this before on the show.

The heavy-set RPG gameplay me-
chanics on the other hand doesn’t come
off as innovative as it might have been
when it was released in 2014. The turn-
based combat is implemented well with
your character (which is fully customiz-
able) being able to choose from four
main classes (Warrior, Mage, Rogue
and Jew) and as fun as it is to see iconic
fantasy abilities recreated in a wacky
South Park style, there simply wasn’t as
much variety needed to sustain a 10+
hour runtime. You get a total of only 6
abilities, the last of which is only un-
locked at the very end while the “party”
system consists of only 5 other com-
panions from which you can only
choose one to fight beside you during
combat. It is bursting with flavor and
humor but it gets so ridiculously easy.
By the time you reach the late-game
the numerous fights the game throws at
you become more tedious than chal-
lenging. 

‘Stick of Truth’ has issues beyond the
tame combat system. The game turned
into buggy mess at times, one especially
irritating issue that affected me was the
fact that my character became com-
pletely invisible during the final cut
scenes. I don’t know why or how that
happened. However the game as a
whole was a fun and memorable expe-
rience and even managed to dethrone
‘Portal 2’ has the funniest game I’ve ever
played. The package comes together
exceptionally and I’ll definitely be look-
ing to pick up the sequel.


